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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUCION 

 

           After examining the result analysis of Time For Love Novel by Debby 

Macomber the subject of characters Elizabeth wainwright which are the reflection 

of curiosity and possess concepts, can be concluded several things, as follows: The 

writer conclude that an intrinsic approach could be used to analyze time for love 

the writer apply the showing method to find out the characters’ characterization. 

The characters I analyze are Elizabeth and Andrew, using five functional settings, 

The writer completely know the setting of the novel can support the research theme 

as well. And last, by using the concept of a plot, I discover a novel plot through 

exposition to resolution. 

  It is because after the writer analyze the novel, the main character, Elizabeth 

Wainwright, shows her Curiosity and Possess toward Andrew desire to have his 

Love Elizabeth think because she thought that Andrew was a kind person and cared 

for her. Therefore, Andrew still keep a Secret toward her that he actually a 

Bodyguard hiring by Elizabeth father, she always care about Andrew, Elizabeth 

always prepared what Andrew  needed. As in chapter four analysis about Elizabeth 

Curiosity and Possess, she becomes like that because she think Andrew is her 

material Husband, and Elizabeth shows everything to shows how much s he love 

Andrew. In this research is if you like someone show your feeling without any 

wrong perspective and just honest to each other to create trust to each other. But we 

must also have to think in positive ways. We also shouldn’t expect anything from 

others, because everyone can’t do the same for us. Don’t be too fascinated with 

someone  

Because we can’t see someone from the way they talk because sometimes 

someone can lie. Then if we have done something good to someone else and that 

other person is doing evil to us, there is no need for curiousity and want to know all 

the everything matters just love unconditionaslly.  According to this research, it is 
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potential for the next research to analyze Time For novel through other approaches 

or concept. This research also can introduce the student of English Language and 

Culture Studies about curiosity, Possess in literary work. This research also can use 

as a comparison to write a better analysis. As humans we must ever feel curiosity 

feeling. Human curiosity is not limited to the human condition itself or the 

circumstances surrounding it, to all things that exist in this world even to things that 

do not make sense.  Humans try to find answers to those questions and they are also 

trying gaining knowledge of what he or she questions from a curious urge. This 

feeling can also cause the people to experience curiosity. This case, illustrates in 

this novel. Curiosity in every people is very important. Humans are always curious 

in what it really is (know what), how things happen (know how), and why so (know 

why) of all things. 

This research can give us something that we can learn in our lives. Both for 

children and adults, curiosity also has benefits related to psychological, emotional, 

social, and even health. If you have a curiosity about something, look for that 

answer until you get it and be satisfied. Curiosity is associated with an increase in 

positive emotions, decreased levels of anxiety, possess more life satisfaction, and 

improved psychological well-being. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


